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―On  their Intuition―
IWAMOTO Hajime
Abstract
　This article reviews a study of Intuition of Zen and Bergson. The world of Intuition ignores logic in both 
Bergson and Zen, so if they don’t depend on metaphor, they can’t find an appropriate way of expression. But this 
is surely intuition. So first, we examine what the Intuition of Bergson is. Then we consult the books of Bergson: 
‘DI’(1889), ‘MM’(1896), ‘R’(1900), ‘EC’(1907), ‘MR’(1932), ‘PM’(1934), ‘Mél’(1972) and we search for his 
notion of Intuition. Next, we use  「古則」 of 「趙州狗子仏性」 in the first rule out of the fourth –eight rule in 
「無門関」 that handles ‘Thought of Nothing’ in order to study the notion of Intuition in Zen, because  ‘the world 
of nothing’ is another way to say the world of  intuition. Furthermore, we compare the Intuition of Bergson and 
Zen and bring each similarity into relief. Finally, we relate the reorganization of ordinary concepts in Bergson to 
the criticism of Bergsonian intuition concepts. But in the fourth chapter, we only examine from the view point 
of the notion of utility which requests intuitive recognition, we don’t yet discuss  about another point of view, 
namely, ‘sympathy’. So we will consider this point next time.
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